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Resists tears and damage caused by pets

Your partner for innovative textiles
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Get your paws on America’s toughest screen
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Pet Resistant Screen
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ADFORS

Ultra-strong Pet Resistant Screen for
strength, durability and safety.

Pet Resistant FAQ
Will this prevent my pet or child
from running through the screen?
No. This will withstand light pressure
and will resist tears.

Designed to resist damage caused by household
pets, ADFORS Pet Resistant Screen is more durable
than traditional fiberglass screen thanks to its
thick, tear-resistant polyester yarn. It can be used
in any door or window and is a smart solution for
those who repeatedly have to replace screens.

Why is ADFORS screen flame
resistant and the competition’s
screen is not?
ADFORS screen was tested per
the ASTM standard test for flame
resistance. Our coating is specially
formulated to contain flameresistant properties.

ADFORS Pet Resistant Screen is the only one on
the market whose coating makes it flame resistant
by passing the ASTM requirements D3656 and
D6413 as well as ISO11925-2. Visit www.adfors.com
to see the flame tests completed using ISO119252 testing standards. ADFORS is also leading the
industry by making our full line of fiberglass and
polyester screen ortho-phthalate free, ahead of
industry standards.

What are ASTM tests D3656 and
D6413?*
These two tests measure the flame
time, flame height and char length of
the screen when exposed to a flame
source and after removal of the
flame source.
*Testing results available upon request.

Features and benefits of Pet Resistant Screen:
• Heavy duty screen prevents tears and damage
from household pets
• Ideal for areas where pets or children push
against the screening
• Durable, yet still allows for excellent outward
visibility and airflow

What is new and improved about
this product?
ADFORS Pet Screen is now orthophthalate free and does not
contain any substances covered
under California Prop 65. We have
maintained the same great aesthetics,
properties and processibility that
our screen has always had. We have
also now achieved GREENGUARD Gold
certification on this product, which
certifies that the product has low
chemical emissions.

PART #

COLOR*

ROLL SIZE

Flame Resistant

The ONLY flame-resistant
Pet Screen on the market

Pet Resistant Screen is available in DIY pre-cut and contractor rolls. Each
pre-cut roll comes with simple step-by-step instructions for easy installation.
ADFORS .125” spline is recommended for the best fit in a standard frame. Pet
Resistant Screen is also available in a kit which includes screen, spline and an
installation tool to upgrade the screen in an existing door or window frame.

WEIGHT
(LB.)

ROLL UPC

CASE
COUNT

UNITS/
PALLET

CASE DIMENSIONS
(IN.) LXWXH

CASE WEIGHT
(LB.)

CASE UPC

FCS8988-M

Charcoal

36” x 84”

1.7

011646705877

9

270

7.5x7.5x37.5

18

10011646705874

FCS10184-M

Charcoal

36” x 84” KIT

2.5

011646101846

10

130

8.75x14.5x37.75

35

10011646101843

FCS8994-M

Charcoal

48” x 84”

2.3

011646705884

9

180

7.75x7.75x49.5

22

10011646705881

FCS8990-M
FCS8996-M

Charcoal
Charcoal

36” x 100’
48” x 100’

19.0
26.0

011646705891
011646705907

1
1

40
40

6.95x6.95x36
6.95x6.95x48

19
26

N/A
N/A

Pet screen is also available in gray.
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SAINT-GOBAIN ADFORS America, Inc.
1795 Baseline Road
Grand Island, NY 14072 - USA
Phone: 800-762-6694
Fax: 716-775-3902

www.adfors.com

Visit www.adfors.com to learn more
about our products, view our how-to
videos and use our screen selector tool
to make sure you have the right screen
for your needs.
Follow us on:
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